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Welcome

Welcome to Scode. Spelling in English is 
difficult, you are learning one of the 
toughest languages in the world! 
However, we are here to help you on 
your spelling journey.
Together we will explore some of the 
origins of this wonderful language, learn 
some new vocabulary and have a laugh! 
Yes you heard us right spelling can be 
fun!

Lesson 1 We are not joking about fun. This is a butterfly 
going to the toilet on a piece of toast!

Your teacher will introduce you to these guys 
as you work through the scheme.
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A very brief history of English!

English is a difficult language to learn 
how to speak and write because of 
our history as an island. Invaders and 
conquerors crossed the seas and 
brought with them different 
languages.  
The Romans brought Latin and Greek.
The Vikings arrived on ships speaking 
Old Norse.
In 1066 William the Conqueror 
invaded with Old French. 

Lesson 1
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Invaders are just part of the story. As 
people started to learn to read and 
write, new words appeared from 
everywhere.  William Shakespeare just 
made up new ones!
As the British Empire started to invade 
and rule other countries new words 
were brought back and added to the 
English language.
So you shouldn’t be surprised that 
learning English is tough!

Lesson 1
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win

candel

butere

straet

Can you work out what these 
Latin words might be in English?

miel

drit

stoarm

blau

monnaire

honnetete

disporter

moderne

Can you work out what these 
Anglo Saxon and Viking words 
might be in English?

Can you work out what these 
Old French words might be in 
English?

Understanding the history and origin of English helps us to 
understand the reasons why words are spelt the way they are.

Lesson 1
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win wine

candel candel

butere butter

straet street

Can you work out what these 
Latin words might be in English?

miel meal

drit dirt

stoarm storm

blau blue

monnaire money

honnetete honest

disporter sport

moderne modern

Can you work out what these 
Anglo Saxon and Viking words 
might be in English?

Can you work out what these 
Old French words might be in 
English?

Understanding the history and origin of English helps us to 
understand the reasons why words are spelt the way they are.

Lesson 1
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Lesson 1 

To get to where you are going,  
you must know where you are 

starting from.

Your teacher will read you some words to spell. Take your time and 
try your best.  If it gets tough you can pause, but do not give up!    
Keep going and get to the end. 

Baseline
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familiar foreign forty

No four in forty!

/f/ fun This is the most common code for this sound.

Lesson 2 

f ff ph gh

Words with this code: famous, favourite, February, forward, fruit * surface, friends,
fortune, famous, forest, fresh, furthermore, frustration, familiar, fantastic.

/ai/ coded ei

frequently
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familiar foreign forty

No four in forty!

/f/ fun This is the most common code for this sound.

Lesson 2 

f ff ph gh

/ai/ coded ei

frequently

Smash these words down into smaller parts – this is a great trick for spelling! 

remember re/mem/ber remember remember
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familiar foreign forty

No four in forty!

/f/ fun This is the most common code for this sound.

Lesson 2 

f ff ph gh

/ai/ coded ei

frequently

Task 1 – Unscramble the words and then write the word in the boxes. Work out the message by 
finding the letter to match the number of the box.  
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Lesson 3 

Think back to your last Scode lesson and discuss what you learnt with 
your partner.

Take it in turns to say a sentence starting,  “Yesterday in Scode…

Think about the sound, codes and curriculum words that you learnt. 

Pair and share! 
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profession

/sh/ coded ssi

/f/ fun This is the most common code for this sound.

Lesson 3 

f ff ph gh

sacrifice

Words with this code: famous, favourite, February, forward, fruit* surface, friends, fortune,
famous, forest, fresh, furthermore, frustration, familiar, fantastic.

/igh/ coded i_e
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profession

/sh/ coded ssi

/f/ fun This is the most common code for this sound.

Lesson 3 

f ff ph gh

sacrifice

/igh/ coded i_e

Smash these words down into smaller parts – every smash will contain a vowel (including y). 

remember re/mem/ber remember remember
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/f/ fun This is the most common code for this sound.

Lesson 3 

f ff ph gh

Fundamental means ‘ forming the base from which everything else develops’. 

Task 1 – Draw a picture in the space to illustrate the meaning of the word fundamental.              
Write a sentence to show you understand the meaning of this word.  
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Lesson 4 

True or false?

1) The word fundamental is linked to bottoms!
2) A fundamental of baking is icing and decorating cakes.
3) The words essential and basic are synonyms of the 

word fundamental.
4) This is the correct spelling of the word profesion.
5) The word sacrifice means ‘to give something up’.
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Lesson 4 Common
Confus

ions
Father is a male parent.
Further means ‘to a greater distance or degree’.

The word father is frequently misspelt as people spell the 
/ar/ sound ar instead of a. What does that smell spell?
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Lesson 4 Common
Confus

ionsFather is a male parent.
Further means ‘to a greater distance or degree.’

Task 1 – Study the word further and then decorate the u with arrows. Make the arrows from the u
go further around the page.  Change the a in the word father to a picture of a male parent. 

Task 2 –Complete the sentences by adding the correct word.  
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Lesson 5 

The Power of Practising

Choose four curriculum words to practise in the table at the bottom of the page 4. 

forty sacrifice frequently

profession father familiar

“Practice isn’t the thing you do once you’re good.                                        
It’s the thing you do that makes you good.”                                                                 

Malcom Gladwell
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Lesson 5 

The word twelfth is tricky to pronounce, but weirdly the faster 
you say it the easier it gets!

Code breaker

twelfth

twelfth

This word is difficult to smash down. Write it out three times. 

He threw three free throws.
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Lesson 5 

Code breaker
twelfth

Task 1 – Circle the correct spelling.

Task 2 – Write out the numbers as words.

Task 3 – Complete the acrostic with a sentence that includes a number or the word twelfth.
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Lesson 6 

The /f/ code is coded ff in short words, after a short vowel sound.     
Find the short vowel sound in the words below.   

What do you already know?

bluff cliff staff stuff sniff

Find the short vowel sound in these longer words.   

afford difficult suffer traffic different
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/f/ fun This code is used after short vowel sounds. 

Lesson 6 

f ff ph gh

sufficient

/sh/ coded ci

remember re/mem/ber remember remember

Words with this code: different, difficult * suffer, afford, traffic, affect, traffic, affectionate, 
official, scaffold.  
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/f/ fun This code is used after short vowel sounds. 

Lesson 6 

f ff ph gh

sufficient

/sh/ coded ci

Task 1 – Complete the vocabulary investigation boxes for the words sufficient and deficient.

The /f/ sound in deficient is coded f. Can you work out why?  
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Lesson 7 

Take it in turns to ask your partner any of the following questions:

1) What is the meaning of the word sufficient?
2) What is the meaning of the word deficient?
3) What is a synonym of the word sufficient?
4) Can you put the word deficient into a sentence?
5) Can you spell sufficient?
6) Can you spell deficient?

Pair & share!
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Lesson 7 Hip
Homoph

onesaffect means ‘to make a difference to, to alter.’ 

Trial Pack Year 5 & 6

affect
alter



Lesson 7 Hip
Homoph

ones
The pollution had a negative affect on the environment.

The boy’s mood was affected by his cold.

The accident affected the traffic.

Gravity affects everything.

Notice how the word affect
makes a difference to and 
alters the things in the 
sentences. 
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Lesson 7 Hip
Homoph

ones

I am affect and I can…

Task 1 – Complete the sentences by adding the word affect or affected.
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Lesson 8 

Can you name two things that would affect, (make a difference to/alter) the following: 

Name it!

A teacher’s mood A healthy heart The environment

Trial Pack Year 5 & 6

affect
alter



Lesson 8 Hip
Homoph

ones

Task 1 – Write a sentence to explain what might affect a perfect singing performance and a good 
night’s sleep. 
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Lesson 9 

Can you name two things that would affect, (make a difference to/alter) the following: 

Name it!

A delicious cake A perfect landing A winning performance 
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Lesson 9 Hip
Homoph

oneseffect is the result of an action or other cause. 

Trial Pack Year 5 & 6
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end result



Lesson 9 Hip
Homoph

ones

Notice how the word effect 
is the end result of 
something. 

The effect of recycling is a cleaner environment. 

The medicine’s effect made the boy feel better.

The effect of the accident was a long traffic queue.

The apple falling from the tree shows the effect of gravity.
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Lesson 9 Hip
Homoph

ones

I am effect and I …

Task 1 – Complete the sentences by adding the word effect or effected.
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Lesson 10 

What might the ripple effect be of the following actions? 

Reflect

“ It only takes one action to cause a 
ripple effect.”

Raising money for charity Kindness Working hard at school

Trial Pack Year 5 & 6
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Lesson 10 Hip
Homoph

ones
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Lesson 10 Hip
Homoph

ones
Put your sentences together.

A perfect singing performance was affected by … 

The effect was… 

A good night’s sleep was affected by … 

The effect was… 
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Lesson 11 

Ask your partner to choose a square from the retrieval 
grid, can they answer the question? The longer ago 
the learning was covered the more points they score!

Retrieve

a b c

1 What does the word 
effect mean?                          

*

Spell
**     

Correct this spelling; 
profeshon. 

**

2 What does the word 
fundamental mean? 

**

Spell 12th

**

3 Correct this spelling; 
sacrifise. 

**

Name a synonym of 
the word sufficient. 

*

What does the word 
affect do?                  

*

* Last week 1pt

** 2 weeks ago 2pt

*** 3 weeks ago 3pt forty

No ???? in forty!

***
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/f/ fun This is an ancient Greek Code. 

Lesson 11 

f ff ph gh

physical

/i/ coded y

Words with this code: trophy, phone, dolphin, orphan, triumph, graph, paragraph, physique.  

remember re/mem/ber remember remember
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/f/ fun This is an ancient Greek Code. 

Lesson 11 

f ff ph gh

physical

/i/ coded y

Task 1 – Start at the centre and complete the chart by adding the words below:

musically, build, doctor, figure, dramatically, physically, electrician, medic, 
optician, physician, physique 

The word physical means ‘relating to the body.’  
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Lesson 12 

Smash it down!

The word physical smashes down beautifully. In pairs smash this word down into 
individual sounds and codes.  Take it in turns to write down the different codes for 
the sounds in the word. Use a space in the back of your books or a piece of scrap 
paper. Go slow, go fast, swap over who starts. Say the sounds out loud! 

al

ph – y  – s – i – c  – al
/f/   /i/    /s/  /i/   /k/  /ul/

ph y

s i

c

Player 1 Player 2 
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/f/ fun This is an ancient Greek Code. 

Lesson 12 

f ff ph gh

Task 1 – Write the words in the corresponding shapes. 

Task 2 – Write the words in alphabetical order.

Trial Pack Year 5 & 6

Words with this code: trophy, phone, dolphin, orphan, triumph, graph, paragraph, physique.  



Lesson 13 

The power of practising

Look at the words in the grid below. Choose 4 words that you need to practise and complete the 
Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check box at the bottom of page 10. 

sacrifice physical forty

sufficient phone frequently

foreign familiar profession
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/f/ fun This is an ancient Greek Code. 

Lesson 13 

f ff ph gh

Task 1 – Sort the 
words into the Venn 
diagram.

The ancient Greeks were important coders. The /i/ sound coded y within words is also a Greek code. 

/f/ coded ph

both

/i/ coded y

within words

phone

gym

Task 2 – Using words 
from two different 
sections of the 
diagram explain the 
medical 
emergencies. 
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Lesson 14 

Odd one out

Box 1 

1 enough

2 lacking

3 plenty 

4 adequate

Box 2 

1 foreign

2 fourty

3 profession

4 sacrifice

Box 3 

1 phone

2 father

3 graph

4 dolphin

Box 4 

1 fundamental

2 essential

3 basic

4 sacrifice

Find the odd one out from the choices below:
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Lesson 14 

Hip
Homopho

nes
.

A Prophet is someone who communicates with God and reveals God’s word.

Profit is the amount of money made after expenses. This word can also 
mean ‘benefit’.

Task 1 – Do the maths and work out who 
has made the most profit from their 
fitness businesses.  
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Lesson 14 

Hip
Homopho

nes
.

Top tips for calligraphy -

- Loosen the grip on your pen and let your hand move freely.

- Break the letters down into individual strokes.

- Swirl and swoop.

People have believed religious prophets for thousands of years, so it’s no surprise that we use the ancient 

Greek code ph in the word Prophet. Calligraphy is a detailed and beautiful way of writing letters. It is often 

used to write down the word of God that was revealed through prophets.

Task 2 – Use calligraphy to 
write the word prophet.

Task 3 – Use Calligraphy to 
write the word physical in 
a style that represents the  
meaning of the word. 



Lesson 15 

1) The ice cream business made the most prophet/profit in the summer.

2) A successful person will profit/prophet from their mistakes and try a different way.

3) “Kindness is a mark of faith”. prophet/profit Muhammad (PBUH)

4) I would love to own a business and make huge prophets/profits.

5) Calligraphy is a way of honouring the word of God that was communicated through 
prophets/profits. 

Check your understanding 
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/f/ fun Let’s practise the different codes for this sound by revisiting prior learning . 

Lesson 15 

f ff ph gh

“Success is less about luck and more about practice”.  
Robin S Sharma

Task 1 – Complete the bingo cards with words that contain the /f/ sound.

Focus your practice by using different words in the second game.   
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Lesson 16 

Ask your partner to choose a square from the retrieval 
grid, can they answer the question? The longer ago 
the learning was covered the more points they score!

Retrieve

a b c

1 What does the word 
affect do?                          

**

A prophet is…
*     

Correct this 
spelling; forin. 

***

2 Two synonyms of 
fundamental.       

***

Spell 12th

***

3 Spell 
*

What does the word 
sufficient mean?

**

What does the 
word effect do?   

**

* Last week 1pt

** 2 weeks ago 2pt

*** 3+ weeks ago 3pt
**physical

??????
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/f/ fun This is a rare code that only appears in a few common words.  

Lesson 16 

f ff ph gh

Task 1 – Colour in the key, then the corresponding parts of the words. 

Words with this code: enough *cough, laugh, tougher, roughly. 

Task 2 – Decorate the word laughter with smiles and fun.

Task 3 – Fill in the spaces with a word that contains the /f/ sound coded gh. Explain to a partner 
why these jokes are funny. 
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Lesson 17 

You’re having a laugh!

laugh
+ spast tense

n
o

u
n

ad
verb

What are the missing words? Can you spell them all?
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Lesson 17 

gh
/f/ cough, enough

/g/ ghost, ghoul.

Code Overlap

“Smart is something you become, not something you are.”
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Lesson 17 

Code Overlap

Task 1 Read the words out loud.

Listen for the sound the gh code 
makes.

Circle the word if the gh code makes 
an /f/ sound.

Underline the word if the gh code  
makes a /g/ sound. 
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Lesson 17 

Code Overlap

Task 2 – Draw your own ghoul in the space. 

Task 3 – Study the picture opposite and write 
a very short story that might explain what is 
going on. Try to include words that contain 
the /f/ sound coded gh. 
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Have you cracked the code?

Lesson 18 

Task 1 – Find and circle the odd one out from the choices before creating two boxes for your 
partner to complete. 

Task 2 – Solve the clues before finding the words in the 
wordsearch. Which word is spelt incorrectly?

Have you completed 
your code log for the 
/f/ sound?
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incorrect



Lesson 19 

End of unit test

What doesn’t challenge you,
doesn’t change you.

Your teacher will read you some words to spell. Take your time and try your 
best.  If it gets tough you can pause, but do not give up.                              
Keep going and get to the end. 
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Did you ever wonder about this ?

Extraordinary Etymology

We will leave you with this. You might think of butterflies as 
beautiful and delicate creatures, so may be surprised to discover 
that one theory about the origin of the name of these 
symmetrical insects is all about poo!

Yes, like the rest of us butterflies poo! 

The word butterfly has been connected to the Dutch word 
boterschijte due to the fact that their poo is the exact same 
colour as butter.

Imagine spreading that on your toast in the morning! 
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